Abstract. Using a function theoretic approach, the paper deals with uniform approximation of generalized axisymmetric potentials (GASP's) by GASP polynomials. The characterizations of order and type of entire GASP in terms of their polynomial approximation errors have been obtained.
Introduction
Regular solutions of the equation 1^ i n some neighborhood fi C E n of the origin where they are subject to the initial data (1.2) <p n G C 2 (Q), satisfies (1.1) for all (g,q) € il,rj ± 0, -_-0 01) on the intersection of Q with the x axis. Such functions are necessarily symmetric i.e., satisfy ip n (x,ij) = <p n (x, -77). We say that ip n is regular on cZ(fi) if <p n is regular in some region fV D cl(Q).
In axisymmetric regions Q. C E n about the origin, GASP <p n may be uniquely expanded as Fourier Jacobi series in terms of the complete system 108 D. Kumar <fn{r,e) = <p n {X) = Y^B{n-2,k + l)a k r k C¿~\cos6) k=0 where x = r cos 6,r] -r sin 6. Because of symmetry, <p n takes constant values of hypercircles X = (x, rj) in Í1 Here x and r¡ are cylindrical coordinates.
In this case the GASP's tp n are harmonic in R n , i.e., satisfy Laplace's equation
For each ip n with domain Í1, there is a unique associated function /, oo /to = ;>>•£"' k=0 analytic on the corresponding axiconvex domain w C C [9] whose A n associate is defined by
for ( on the contour L = = e lt |0 < t < 7r|}. It should be noted that the A n associate of a GASP is the analytic continuation of its restriction to the axis of symmetry, i.e., f(z) = ip n (z,0).
The operation Re/ provides a transformation from analytic functions of a single complex variable to harmonic functions in two dimensions. In a similar manner the A n integral operator will be used to transform results regarding the polynomial approximation of functions analytic in axiconvex region it; C C to corresponding approximation theoretic results for GASP ip n regular on cl(il). A region ÍÍ will be called axiconvex if x + ir¡ £ f¿ implies
Tersenov [15] proved the existence of a solution of the Cauchy problem for a system of equations of ultraparabolic type. He [14] also studied the first boundary value problem as well as the Cauchy problem for a certain class of ultraparabolic equations. A priori estimates of the solutions had obtained in the special Holder spaces.
Marichev [10] studied the boundary value problems for equations of mixed type with two lines of degeneracy. Isamukhamedov and Oramov [4] discussed these problems for an equation of mixed type of the second kind with non smooth degeneration lines. The study of Khe Kan Cher [7] devoted to the singular Tricomi problem for an equation of mixed type with two lines degeneracy. In [6] he also proved the uniqueness of solutions the Tricomi problem for equations with two lines of degeneracy. In this paper our study and approach are different from all these authors.
Auxiliary results
In this section we shall prove some auxiliary results which will be used in the sequel.
THEOREM 2.1. Let fl C E n be a bounded axiconvex region and (p n be a GASP which is regular on cl(fi). Then there exist GASP polynomials q k such that qk -»• <p n uniformly on cl(Sl).
Proof. We know that for each <p n with domain fi, there is a unique A n associated function /, analytic on the corresponding axiconvex domain w C C [9] . Since / is analytic on w C C, and by Runge's theorem there exist polynomials pk (of degree k) which converges uniformly to / on w. Let Qk = "n (pjt). Then % is a GASP polynomial (of the same degree as pk), and for every
||. || denote the uniform norm over cZ(fi). Therefore we get (2.1) ll¥>n-<fc||<||/-p*||-0. .
THEOREM 2.2. Let Q. C E n be a bounded axiconvex region, and 4> be the conformal mapping of Q onto the exterior of the unit disk, with <j>(oo) = oo. Let <p n be a GASP which is regular on cl(Q). If 6 is the largest number for which <p n is regular interior to Tj = {z : |</>(z)| = 6}, for every R where
where m(R,f) = sup{|/(z)| : \z\ < R}. Further the degree of convergence need not obtained for R> 5.
Then is referred as a hypersphere S n in E n . In the complex plane C the hypersphere S n corresponds to the disk DR = {z : \z\ < R}. Since <p n is regular on cl(Q) it gives that 6 > 1. Also, <p n is regular interior to its A n associate is analytic on the region w C C. Consider the region w in complex plane C is the unit disk D = {z : \z\ < I}. The right inequality can be refined by the fact that 00 / ^ \ k (5/W< -) for R > 5/2.
i-k+1
Hence we have Defining ipn -An(pk) and using the same reasoning on continuity of the linear operator An as in preceeding we get (2.2).
To show that this degree of convergence need not obtain for R > 6, it is significant to mansion here the Theorem 1 of [11] that if ipn be expanded as in (1.3) then ipn is regular in the hypersphere Sn and on each hypercircle X in Sn. Now consider the case Q -Dr and open disk of radius r centered at origin. Then r,j = {z : \z\ = rS}, and since the axiconvex regions of regularity of (pn and its An associate / coincide, Tj is the hypercircle of least radius which is centered at the origin and passes through a singularity /.
Suppose that there exists GASP polynomial qk of degree k satisfying (2.2) for some R> 5 where |{.|| is the uniform norm over cl (Dr) . Let Pk = A~1(qic), and suppose that Rr' > r5 where r' < r be the sufficiently large. Then for z € Dr', where K* is a constant independent of k. But since pk is a polynomial of degree k, this degree of convergence implies that / can be analytically continued throughout the disk \z\ < Rr'. Since Rr' > rS and / has a singularity on the hypercircle \z\ = rS, we have a contradiction.
• Now we summarize the above theorem in the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2.1. In axisymmetric regions Q, C E n about the origin, for each GASP tpn regular in the hypersphere Sn, there is a unique An associated function f analytic in the disk Dr and conversely.
Let us first start the preliminary study of growth with the definition of the maximum moduli for the entire function GASP <pn and the An associate / as M(r, <p n ) = sup{|y»"(X,p)| :x 2 + p 2 <r}, m(r, f) = sup {|/(2)| : \z\ < r} .
Following [3] , growth parameters such as order and type of entire GASP ip n are defined as tj, \-r log log M(r,v?n)
As usual, the order P* and type T* of the associated entire function / are defined as D*/ log log m(r,/) P {<Pn) = hm sup j , r->oo log r rp# / v log m{r,f) T (cp n ) = limsup ^ .
r-• oo f
We now prove that the respective growth parameters of GASP ¡p n and its A n associate / are identical. Proof. For each ip n with domain ii, there is a unique associated function / analytic on the corresponding axiconvex domain w C C such that ip n = A n (f).
From the normalization and non-negativity of the measure of A n , we observe that
Monotonicity of logarithm with the definitions of orders gives
P(<p n ) < P*(fh
Then the order of ip n is finite. To prove the reverse inequality let zr~l = \e ie , 0 < A < 1, and / = A~l{ip n ) as in [6] to get the 
P*V) = P(<pn).
Using the definitions of respective types in (2.5) and (2.6) the verification of equality of types can be done. •
Main results
In main results the characterizations of order and type of GASP ipn are computed in terms of approximation errors in the uniform norm of the GASP ipn regular is the hypersphere Sn of unit radius and the set Hk of all GASP polynomials of degree k for every (x, p) € hypercircle X.
Further we define the approximation error using Chebyshev norms
Let hk = {A~l(qk) : qk £ Hk}-Following Varga [1] , for the An associate /, we define McCoy [12] studied the growth properties of entire function GASP <pn on axisymmetric regions c E n for n = 2 about the origin, in terms of the errors obtaining global existence criterion for GASP and coefficient characterizations for order and type. McCoy did not consider the axisymmetric regions Q C E n (n > 3) about the origin, which play a very significant role in the study of growth of GASP <pn. In this paper we have tried to fill this gap. Also, Kappor and Nautiyal [5] , D. Kumar [8] studied the growth properties of GASP on axisymmetric region il C E 2 when GASP is not entire function. Srivastava [13] obtained some results containing lower order and lower type for entire function GASP on f2 c E 2 . Hence our results are different from all those results mentioned above. Now we prove 
